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[Chris Wright is editor of Industria Avicola, the WATT Poultry Publication serving the Latin
American poultry industry].
In a recent visit to Mexico, the topic of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was
addressed by several organizations. As of Jan. 1, 2003, there will be zero tariffs and quotas for US
poultry coming into Mexico. The funny thing is that four months out nobody in Mexico is really sure
what will happen. Will the US show restraint or will it flood the market with leg quarters?
There is a great deal of nervousness and concern in Mexico at the moment. For eggs and turkey,
however, there will be no fight by Mexico, and the zero tariffs and quotas will go into effect without
much fanfare. Because Mexico is such a large egg producer, and the country just recently became
the number one egg consumer in the world, US egg imports don't make much difference.
The Mexican turkey industry is quite small and has never been able to compete with US imports,
and won't even try. Most US turkey exports whose volume is quite significant come in the form of
mechanically deboned meat (MDM). MDM is a method also used extensively by the Mexican meat
packing industry. Turkey is a very popular component of lunch meats, deli meats, hot dogs and
other value-added products. So, Mexico concentrates on the whole-turkey market, producing 2.6
million turkeys a year, which is still very seasonal, centered on Christmas. Turkey MDM imports
will continue to grow.
But the Mexican poultry industry is very worried that its market might be swamped with a wave
of cheap US leg quarters; so producers are hoping to negotiate a voluntary agreement with the US
poultry industry that would "phase-in" leg-quarter imports through 2008. Why 2008? Because that
is the extension that has been given to the Mexican corn industry under NAFTA. US corn will have
tariffs and quotas until 2008.
Expensive grain prices are keeping Mexican livestock and poultry producers from being
competitive. The Mexican poultry and swine industries can hardly buy any Mexican or US corn,
and whatever amounts they buy are expensive. With corn used almost exclusively used for human
consumption, the industry has to buy US sorghum at very high prices. As a result, Mexico has
become the world's largest user of sorghum for animal feed. Mexico soybean imports also continue
to grow significantly. The Mexican poultry industry, represented by the Union Nacional de
Avicultores (UNA), is trying to get some agreement with US counterparts so that Mexican chicken
production is not adversely affected by the 2003 deadline.
In 2001, UNA helped form an association called the NAFTA Partnership, comprising US and
Mexican poultry interests working together voluntarily to see if they can make the transition
smooth. The US partners in this association include the USA Poultry & Egg Export Council,
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the National Chicken Council, the National Turkey Federation, and the United Egg Producers.
Canadian poultry industry groups will soon be invited to take part in the association, thus creating a
true North American partnership.
UNA executive director Sergio Chavez is very positive about the NAFTA Partnership and thinks the
US industry is listening and is aware of Mexico's concerns. While Chavez says he thinks the US side
will act in a positive manner, there are no binding agreements. The NAFTA Partnership was to be
formalized during a meeting in Mexico between the US and Mexican agriculture secretaries earlier
this year, but a farmers' strike unrelated to the poultry industry prevented the meeting from taking
place. But even though the two governments have nothing signed they are both well aware of the
efforts and support them.
The Mexican poultry industry feels that its input will be taken into account and that it will not be
"bullied" by the US this time. From Mexico's point of view, the knowledge that the US poultry
associations are willing to talk and listen and try to work something out is evidence of significant
progress. There is one more factor involved regarding NAFTA that gives the Mexican side a bit
of confidence as it goes into 2003. Pilgrim's Pride and Tyson Foods are the number two and three
broiler producers in Mexico, with Bachoco of Mexico being the largest by far. There is hope within
the Mexican poultry industry that Pilgrim's Pride and Tyson will provide a sense of "order" once the
border opens up completely.
The idea is that these two US firms won't compete against their own operations in Mexico. The
Mexicans reason that it would not make sense for these companies to flood the Mexican market with
cheap leg quarters; they would only be hurting their well-established Mexican operations.
In a related point, in a visit to a Mexican supermarket all the chicken was Bachoco brand. It carried a
new slogan: "Bachoco, the taste of Mexico." Obviously Bachoco wants to make a point of its Mexican
origin. During an interview with the Mexican branch of Rabobank, a couple of observations were
made concerning NAFTA in 2003, particularly that the zero quotas and tariffs will certainly improve
the competitive environment in Mexico. The bankers believe that the Mexican poultry industry is
better prepared than most industries in Mexico to face the zeroing of the tariffs in 2003. This does
not take into account the corn, dairy, and bean sectors, which have until 2008 for the tariffs to zero
out.
But poultry producers are still not as ready as they should be, because they really haven't been
focusing on the deadline. However, the time has come to prepare, NAFTA Partnership or not.
Mexico certainly has a very large market, over 97 million people, which is obviously of interest to
US companies. The Mexican poultry industry, however, is hoping that some restraint will be shown
when the doors open wide.
For the first time in its history, Mexico has gone over the 1-billion- chicken mark, currently
producing about 1.3 billion chickens a year, equaling 2 million tons of meat. Mexico has a per
capita chicken consumption of 20 kg. This makes Mexico's poultry industry the second-largest in
Latin America, surpassed only by Brazil. The significance is that Mexico is certainly not hurting
for chicken at this time and a flood of US products (even a small flood) would do it damage. It's
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hard to predict what will really happen in the next four months. But it is a certainty that the NAFTA
Partnership has already done some good and created a working relationship among the poultry
associations of North America. This relationship needs to be solidified and strengthened, to the
benefit of everyone involved.

-- End --
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